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SINGLE ROLL/
PLATEN MACHINE

Bedplate deflection ex-
pands zone of cutting
pressure. Extensive
make-ready needed to
equalize cutting f orce
across die surface.

"BI-FLEX" cutting principle
. . . a maior breakthrough
in rotary die cutter design!
Cutting force is concentrated between tangent points of two
traversing steel rolls and is transmitted through the floating
bedplate by up-camming the axis of the lower roll. Progressive
application of cutting force over a fraction of the die surface
requires far less pressure than other die cutting methods.
Structural rigidity of the 6 inch compression rolls eliminates
deflection and die flexing assuring precise register, minimum
make-ready, and greatly increased die life. Double cutting is
prevented and loading is reduced by down-camming the
bottom roll axis on the return stroke.

DOUBLE
PLATEN
MACHINE

Simultaneous compression applied over entire die
area requires enormous force to cut even limited
amount of die rule. Die make-ready is extremely
critical.



automotive trim parts, backed or nonbacked urethane
loam, abrasive products, coated products, rubber fabrics,
rubber products, packaging materials, plastic lilms,
polyethylene foam, skin packaged product, copper, plastic
sheet, vinyl, prepstock, baby bottle nipples and olher latex
items.

MINIMUM MAKE-READY . . . often eliminated completely. Bi-
Flex cutting action greatly increases die life.

VERSATILE . . Rotomatic cuts with the die in the pivoted
die chase or mounted on the bedplate.

SAFETY ENGINEERED! Pneumatically operated pivoted die
chase leaves both hands free to operate double safety start
switches.

SIMPLE TO OPERATE inexperienced operators are
quickly trained to do accurate work.

OPERATES SMOOTHLY AND QUIETLY . . . no jarring shock
loads.

LOW COST! The Rotomatic costs less than any machine of
comparable srze and cutting capacity on the market.

Optional horizontal die shuttle
available on all models.
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compare these important advantages of the rotomatic
over alternate types of die cutting equipment!

FASTER CYCLING - higher production rates at lower cost
the Rotomatic out-produces mechanical and hydraulic

presses at least 3^to- 1 .

CUTS MORE INCHES OF DIE RULE, because die pressure is
applied progressively by traversing steel rolls.

EXTREMELY ACCURATE precise cutting register is
assured due to unique Bi-Flex principle. Die remains rigid . . .

cannot flex or distort.

FULLY AUTOMATIC OPERATION. Dre chase lowers and
raises pneumatically, increasing productivity - reducing
operator fatigue.

USES INEXPENSIVE STEEL RULE DIES. Easily adjusted tc
diff erent rule dimensions.
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Mount steel rule die either in the pivoted die
chase, cutting edges down, or on the bed-
plate, cutting edges up, depending on the
application. Depress dual safety switches
to automatically lower platen. Salety inter-
locks prevent roll movement if die is not
fully seated. Traversing rolls progressively
pass over the chase and below the bed-
plate, forcing the die rule through the
material. On the return stroke, the lora;er roll
is cammed downward to relieve pressure
and prevent "double cutting ' When rolls
reach stop position, the chase opens auto-
matically for removal of die cut material

Total cycle time - 5 seconds.

An optional horizontal die shuttle is available
to speed overall operation and guarantee
positive product registration. Outside the
cutting area whole sheets of molded parts
or stock are loaded onto the die and then
manually or automatically moved onto the
bedplate by the die carriage. After the
cutting cycle the die carriage returns to the
start position The die is rotated 1BO" and
the trimmed parts are ejected An auto-
matic knockout mechanism ls available
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Control panel with double safety buttons

Calibrated adjustment for roll height and
cutting pressure.

Roll adjustment and safety interlocks.

Electrical enclosure and motor controls.

OPT!ONS

Roll stand for web fed materials.

Horizontal die shuttle with rotating
chase and knockout mechanism.

Variable speed motor drive.

MAX. CUTTING
AREA:

MAX. PRODUCT
HEIGHT:

DIE LIFT
ASSEMBLY:

DIE HEIGHT
ADJUSTMENT:

ROLL HEIGHT
AND CUTTING
PRESSURE
ADJUSTMENT:

ROLL CARRIAGE
DRIVE:

ROLL CARRIAGE
SPEED:

ELECTRICAL:

CONSTRUCTION:

SHIPPING
WEIGHT:
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model 33-30DR
model 33-40DR
model 33-50DR

33" x 30" Die Chase accepts die board to 34" x 321/2,,. Model33-30DR
33" x 40" Die Chase accepts die board to 34" x 421/2,,. Model33-40DR
33" x 50" Die Chase accepts die board to 34" x 521/2,,. Model33-50DR

5%". For formed plastics or applications requiring accurate nesting, die
mounts on bedplate and cutting plate mounts in chase.

Pneumatically operated. Welded construction with hardened steel top
plate. Electrical interlocks prevent roll advance until die is fully seated;
safety switches self-adjust to chase height.

53/o" max. Die chase raises and lowers on parallel gear racks by rotating
gear shaft on side of machine; paralleling mechanism insures level chase
position and greatly reduces set-up time.
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Hand wheels at each end of chase support adjust roll height and cutting
pressure; adjust separately to compensate for unequal die pressure.

Motor drive is stationary does not travel with roll carriage. Recip-
rocating movement of roll carriage powered by single direction chain drive.
Motor: 2H.P.1725RP.M.

120 ft. per min. Roll carriage cycle time: 3.9 sec. Total cycle time: 5 sec.

22O-44OV13160 standard, 6A @22OVl3A @44OY: Other vottages avait-
able on special order. Control circuit: 12OVl1160 with transformer for
single service connection.

Heavy welded s_teel construction. Rolls 6 " dia. precision ground and
hardened; mounted on roller bearings.

33-30DR 2550 lb; 33-40DR 27OO tb: 33-50DR 2BSO tb.
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